
SECTION-A

Note: Very Short  Answer type questions. Attempt any 
15 parts.  (15x2=30)

Q.1 a) Define the purpose of registers?

 b) Write full form of ROM and RAM?

 c) What is RST for TRAP?

 d) Name any two addressing modes?

 e) Define the purpose of DAC.

 f) Write any one application of VESA local 
bus.

 g) What do you mean by pin functions?

 h) Define bus buffering latching.

 i) Write full form of CRT?

 j) What is the purpose of executable file?
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SECTION-C 

Note: Long answer type questions. Attempt any three 
questions.   3x10=30

Q.3 Define interrupt? Which interrupt has the 
highest priority and why? 

Q.4 Explain special Pentium registers in detail.

Q.5 Differentiate between:

 a) Program counter & Stack pointer

 b) Data & Address.

Q.6 Explain the peripheral components of Pentium 
Microprocessor.

Q.7 Discuss in detail the use of ADC & DAC with 
block diagram.
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 iv) Explain 80286 microprocessor in detail.

 v) Expla in b lock diagram of  80486 
microprocessor in detail.

 vi) Write assembly program for 8 bit 
multiplication.

 vii) Differentiate between EISA bus and VESA 
local bus.

 viii) Explain 8086 architecture with neat sketch.

 ix) Explain the hardware features of 80486 
microprocessor.

 x) Define memory paging mechanism in 
detail.

 xi) What happens when HLT instruction is 
executed in processor?

 xii) Sketch the block diagram of standard 12c.

 xiii) Write an assembly program for sorting the 
array of bytes.

 xiv) What are hardware interrupts? Explain in 
brief.

 xv) Which stack is used in 8085? Explain in 
brief. 
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 k) Define the use of address decoding.

 l) Write full form of ISA bus.

 m) Define buffer.

 n) Write any two output devices.

 o) Which interrupt has the highest priority?

 p) Write any two flags used in 8085?

 q) Can an RC circuit be used as clock source 
for 8085?

 r) Define the purpose of Tri-state logic?

SECTION-B 

Note: Short answer type questions. Attempt any ten 
parts   10x4=40

Q.2 i) Define

  a)  Protected mode memory addressing

  b)  Memory paging

 ii)  Define the purpose and advantages of 
memory addressing modes.

 iii) Differentiate between ADC & DAC.
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